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Meeting 67th Board Meeting 

Location The Castlefield Hotel, Liverpool Road, Manchester M3 4JR 

Date 17th July 2021 

Start 10:30 Finish 13:00 

Attendees 
Steven Esom (SE), Tony Melling (TM), Craig Anthony (CA), Shaherah 
Jordan (SJ), Jenny Linney (JL), Ian Wiggett (IW), Vasile Jornea (VJ) 
 

Apologies 
Mark Cooper (MC), Liz Riley (LR), Derek Redmond (DR), Charlie Bowling 
(CB) 

Mentioned Andreas Michaelas (AM), Barry Pollin (BP) 

 
 
 Item 
1. Introduction  

Conflicts of Interest 
None 
 
Chairs Opening Remarks  
Focus on aligning the Board meetings to how we deliver the strategy, reflecting on the 
last meeting which was incredibly positive and held in person. It is unfortunate that we 
had to move online due to availability and isolations. 
 
Minutes and Actions from previous meeting 
SE reviewed the minutes and Board approved them as a true record of the meeting.  
SE reviewed the actions, majority completed or on the agenda.  
 
Strategy launch produced an article and video to launch the strategy, which garnered 
little engagement. Also scheduled an online session and gained no engagement from the 
membership. Need to look at a rethink as to how we progress with reaching those 
influential people across the sport. Positive feedback from Nation and Region reps but no 
feedback received outside of Nations and Regions meeting.  
 
Finance, discussions with GreaterSport to set clear deadlines for management accounts 
which has delivered in the first instance. Auditors report highlights that the current 
system continues to take too much time and energy  
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Lone working needs to be sent out to clubs and published on the website. Opportune 
time to do so with a return to training for all ages. Can also include details on cleaning and 
infectious diseases as we are seeing some creep into clubs.  
 
AM is leading on the Anti-Doping Assurance Framework and meeting with UKAD to 
develop next steps. CA and AM to meet later in the summer to review evidence and then 
present to LR.  
 
Trademark submission done at the start of June and 12-week turnaround on submissions.    
 
Actions 
CA to chase AM regarding lone working, mat cleaning and infectious diseases 
communication with clubs 

2. Sport England Funding  
CA introduced the topic and explained the changes that have been put in place by Sport 
England to be more collaborative and work in partnership to deliver against their strategy 
of Uniting the Movement. Sport England have identified System Partner approach that 
recognises this way of working. This means agreeing a joint strategic direction and 
financial package before agreeing the detail of the how.  
 
Discussion on timeline 
CA explained the different timing tracks offered by Sport England based on SE Board 
meetings and the Board discussed which track would be most suitable for the BWA.  
Board agreed to move forward with Timing Track 2, aiming for a decision at SE October 
Board meeting.  
 
CA introduced the six areas SE have set out to consider across the diagnostic framework.  
Board discussed the six areas and offered their views on each.  
 
Key messages coming from the discussion include being clear on the areas of inequality 
we believe wrestling will address, focused on people from lower socio-economic groups, 
ethnically diverse backgrounds including both race and religion and females. Board was 
keen to highlight capacity concerns whilst being clear in our purpose to grow the strength 
and depth of participation and clubs and getting them working better. Key to have better 
and broader engagement with our audience and demonstrating the value of being part of 
the Association.  
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Actions  
CA to complete a mapping exercise of clubs on an engagement/formality scale 
CA to progress SE submission 

3 Association Structure 
CA outlined the current Association structure with regards to committees and groups.  
The Board discussed difference between Board Committees and Steering Groups and 
agreed that Board Committees would solely feature director membership and that 
Steering Groups would hold a wider membership but have both a strategic and 
operational role in the Association. Board to continue to agree all Steering Group Terms 
of Reference.  
 
The Board discussed the connection from individual members to the Board and noted 
that the current diagram didn’t clearly demonstrate this link. CA was asked to redraw the 
full Association structure including clubs and individual members to give a clearer picture 
and use this discussion to draft a ideal scenario of where we would like to get to.  
 
The Board discussed the role of the Nations and Regions Committee. The Board 
recognised that the meeting could act as congress when considered as part of the 
Articles of Association but also it’s Terms of Reference connection to the Board. There is 
a need for clarity on what the groups’ purpose is outside of congress and whether it 
should remain as a steering group. This is to be discussed further at a future meeting.  
 
The Board recognised the need for the England Committee to be more active and act as 
a clearer communication channel for the English Regions and through them English 
clubs. TM explained that at the previous England Committee meeting it was agreed that 
previous draft terms of reference would be reviewed and agreed before being put to the 
Board for approval. The Board welcomed this approach. 
 
The Board agreed the need to formalise the Stronger Together and Diversity and 
Inclusion Steering Groups. Stronger Together is in need of independent Board 
representation, the Board agreed that the group should have a director as Chair.  
 
Actions 
CA to draw up the organisation as we are and what we want to get to including members 
and clubs 
CA to work with TM and the England Committee to draft a Terms of Reference 
CA to draft Stronger Together Terms of Reference 
CA to approach DR to be chair of the Stronger Together Committee 
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4 Finance 
Audit and Annual Accounts were received and shared with Board. CA provided an 
overview of the accounts. Audit report to be reviewed and response to recommendations 
will be required. The Board approved the Audit and Accounts for 2021.  
 
The Board reviewed the May management accounts and CA provided a commentary.  
 
Actions 
CA to share the audit report and accounts with Finance and Audit Committee 

5 Birmingham 2022 Ticket Offer 
CA explained that as the affiliated body to Commonwealth Games England British 
Wrestling has the opportunity to purchase tickets for the benefit of England Team’s 
friends & family, any staff, sponsors and stakeholders. 
 
The Board discussed the proposal to explore an opportunity to utilise tickets to engage 
with previous commonwealth games medallists.  
 
Actions 
CA to draw up criteria list for B22 ticket offer 
CA to offer tickets to those meeting the criteria list 
CA to develop project to invite former athletes  

6 Staffing Update 
Huw Griffiths has been offered and accepted the Performance Manager role following a 
challenging but successful recruitment process. Huw has experience of developing and 
leading a performance pathway in a small sport and will be a welcome addition to the 
team.  
 
Other staffing actions remain ongoing.  

7 Operational Updates 
CA provided a range of operational updates for the Board including highlighting the 
recent results at the Sassari City Tournament, the Team England Lilleshall camp featuring 
a dual meet with Scotland, updates on returning to the mat post-Covid19 and recent 
appointments to the talent pathway.  
 
 VJ provided some positive feedback from Scottish athletes attending the Sassari 
competition and feeling like a team. Evidence that the Stronger Together initiative and 
Build for Birmingham squad are working.  
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8 Updates 
Safeguarding 
One ongoing issue which we are sourcing external support to review.  
 
Complaints 
Two ongoing complaints. One with Judicial Panel Chair and moving towards a tribunal on 
or after 18th August. Second currently being addressed by CA and related to the 
Safeguarding concern.  
 
International Relations 
VJ provided an update on his trip to Dortmund to the UWW Europe Congress. We are 
encouraged by UWW to engage internationally and have been well received. Good 
discussions with President Lalovic and these events present the best opportunity to 
develop stronger relationships with other national federations. Possible opportunities to 
look at hosting courses and competitions and explore referee development.  
 
CA explained that there is an opportunity to engage with UK Sport International 
Relations team and possible funding to support this. Board encouraged CA to explore 
this further.  
 
Actions  
CA to ask BP to appoint someone to review the safeguarding concern and produce a 
report 
CA to explore International Relations funding with UK Sport 

9 Any Other Business (of which the Chair has had prior notice) 
SE updated the Board on the continuing push from the APPG for Wrestling for wrestling 
training to be recognised as a sport. Letter received from Sport England and CA 
responded with our agreed position from April.  
IW updated the Board on domestic competitions pencilled in to the calendar up to the 
end of December following the Sport Technical Committee.  
 
SJ asked for Board Meetings to be sent as diary invites. CA suggested that there is a 
need to review the October Board meeting and AGM date.  

 Meeting Closed 
Next Board Meeting on 2nd October 2021 
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